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ADIEU TO ANTOINE’S
S U STA I N A B I L I T Y
FOR BUSINESS
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MANAGER´S
MESSAGE
I’m sure many of us returned to work
this year, feeling energised from a
delightful summer and determined to
push forward this year, buoyed by the
possibility of extra visitors to Auckland
to watch the sailing.
The first snap lockdown happened in
the middle of Valentines dinner dates
(romanticus interruptus as they say)
sending diners home to address work
logistics and the second happened
in the middle of the Art Fair, forcing
our participating galleries to hurriedly
pack up in the middle of the night and
hospitality outlets again left with surplus
food.
In between these two, in a little bubble
of Level 1 freedom and glorious weather,
our first Faraday Festival was held and it
was a tremendous success.
In this issue we pay tribute to a long
standing icon in Parnell who has closed
his business after 47 years in our suburb,
highlight our new campaigns, celebrate
our ‘green’ heroes and launch a series of
seminars as we navigate the upcoming
months.

PA R N E L L TA K E A S E AT
What do an Interior Designer and blogger, a CEO of a company where science
meets health, a curator of Papatūnga, a tech wizz developing magnetic satellite
engines so that satellites can interact with each other, and an Associate Principal
- Sustainability Manager have in common? They all live in, work in, and love
Parnell.
We know there’s always more than meets the eye when it comes to who and what
makes a suburb tick!
Parnell, historically known for its history and timeless inviting vibe is no different,
yet there is so much more to Parnell than a quaint village and its history.

I N T R O D U C I N G ‘ P A R N E L L , T A K E A S E A T ’.
A 3 month media campaign launching Auckland-wide in April that will feature
prominent Parnell businesses, the people behind the business together with local
residents, all with their very own unique stories to tell and histories to share about
how they came to be ‘Parnellians’.
We want to re-introduce the City of Sails to the ‘Parnell of today’. An inner-city
suburb coping with Covid, thriving with creativity, art, hospitality, unique business
think tanks and tech innovation, interesting and unusual retail and world class
business leaders and ideas.
Parnell truly is the space to be and we are reminding Aucklanders of that fact!

The effect of the lockdowns are
devastating on business and are not
only creating financial stress, but mental
health fatigue. Please look after your
mental health and if you need someone
to talk to free call or text 1737 to talk to a
trained counsellor. They’re available day
and night.
Please keep up to date with all the
financial support packages. We have a
dedicated page on our website, but they
are also well published in the media and
businesses who are using them to their
advantage are saying that it is really
softening the blow.
Kind Regards
Cheryl Adamson
General Manager

*James Tapsell-Kururangi, curator of Papatūnga and resident of Parnell
interviews Max Arshavsky, CEO and Co-Founder of Zenno Astronautics.
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A NIGHT TO REMEMBER
F R I DAY N I G H T I N FA R A DAY
FR IDAY F E BR UA RY 2 6TH WAS A N I G H T TO REM EM BER
FOR FA R A DAY STR EET.
The Faraday Street Festival was meant to be a happening thing in 2020 but was
thwarted by lockdown. In 2021 it looked likely that the same was about to occur
and we were devastated, however as luck would have it, the first-time event was
able to go ahead at Level 1 inbetween lockdowns, and what a night it was!
Events are now something that an event organiser comes at with even more
‘Health and Safety’ awareness and for the very first Faraday Festival to have been
such a success, whilst keeping in line and respecting what’s needed in our ‘new
normal’ for events and safety, we are thrilled with the turn out and the support
from not only Parnell locals and employees, but wider Auckland.
Local Faraday retailers and hospitality stalwarts had a blast and made the most of
the thousand-plus people that came and went throughout the night. Auckland’s
favourite food trucks (thanks to The Food Truck Collective) parked up and had a
roaring trade. The Paddington Parnell played perfect hosts to their pop up bar on
the street and Red Rabbit kept the ‘coffee cocktails’ flowing as the day turned to
night. Barulho had their world famous in Auckland paella cooking outside as the
band Little Sunday played to enamoured crowds out front.
As dusk settled on this ‘Parnell first’ it was fair to say, Faraday Street was a happy
space to be.
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C E L E B R AT I N G O U R ‘ G R E E N ’ H E RO E S
As we are all being called upon to take the sustainability challenge seriously we
thought we would like to celebrate some of our business members, large and small,
who have been on this journey for a while.
We hope that this, together with our planned seminars you can read about on page
7 will inspire more businesses to participate, as even in small ways, we can all take
practical steps towards a low carbon future.

JAS M A X – L E A R N I N G TO B E A S U STA I N A B L E
BUSINESS IN A TIME OF CRISES
Over the past 12 months, there has been increasing global response to climate
change and biodiversity loss and how this impacts on our communities, businesses
and lifestyles. The evidence is clear that immediate and wide-ranging changes to the
way we live and work are needed if we are to reduce our carbon emissions by 50%
over the next ten years (UN- IPCC minimum level) and limit climate warming to a
maximum of two degrees.
The built environment contributes 20% of New Zealand’s carbon emissions, so this
is a critical area where we can make a meaningful difference. Multi-disciplinary
architecture and design practice Jasmax has been an active part of the conversation
and solution around sustainability and green building since 2008, delivering NZ’s first
certified Living Building Challenge Te Kura Whare HQ near Whakatane BoP, as well
as high performance low embodied carbon buildings such as AUT University’s Mana
Hauora, Waste Management HQ, and the A1 Health and Sciences Hub a re-use and
timber structure low carbon solution currently under construction at AUT University.
In 2020, Jasmax modelled and launched targets to reduce and make possible net zero
carbon buildings by 2030. The targets hit three key areas of building performance
with the greatest impact in achieving carbon neutrality:
•
•
•

Whole of Life Embodied Carbon
Operational Energy
Potable Water Usage

Jasmax has set the target of a 50% reduction in embodied carbon and a 70%
reduction in operational energy usage by 2030. Although ambitious, Jasmax knows
these targets are achievable, with several projects well on the way to achieving them,
for example AUT University’s Mana Hauora building, completed in 2017, already
exceeds the 2025 operational energy target.
The design practice is also playing an active role in decarbonising our cities through
their involvement in significant urban design and public transport projects such
as City Rail Link and Christchurch’s An Accessible City. Jasmax are evolving their
architecture and integrated process to build stronger relationships with clients and
consultants to agree clear goals, and demonstrate how easy it is to achieve efficient,
low carbon beautiful buildings and precincts together.
Jasmax has also reviewed their business operations to reduce their business carbon
footprint, implementing strategies to reduce waste, promote active travel modes
and reduce reliance on air travel. The practice adheres to an ISO14001- certified
environmental system. They share their learning journey and feedback loops through
talks, the publicly available annual GRI Reports and their website.
There is no right or wrong answers to these generational challenges, but Jasmax

knows they need to act fast, take their
clients and communities on the journey
and learn quickly what works. They
know they won’t solve this with buying
carbon credits.
‘The problems of the world are the
result of the difference between the
way nature works and the way people
think’ Gregory Bateson.
Jasmax is starting to see their clients
and their projects as integral parts of
the bigger system of community and
nature. This opens the possibility of
using projects as leverage points, to
systemically enable greater health for
our urban areas and of the people that
use them.
For a moment, imagine a Council
Climate Strategy driven by community
needs. By considering a leverage
point - for example an Urban Farm
network every few kms in the city.
The potential community impacts and
reduced emissions are significant. As
well as providing healthy veg and fruit
boxes without plastic packaging and
trucking – ‘direct from the garden’,
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Jasmax’ s approach to sustainability is grounded in science, and we develop this with
our clients thinking to recognise we all have a unique role to play in co-creating our
resilient, healthy sustainable future ‘right here’.
Jasmax aims to ‘work with their clients and communities to produce projects that are
mutually beneficial to society and the environment.’

SA M S O N C O R P O R AT I O N
Samson Corporation are known for their sustainable buildings. They built Ironbank
and Geyser (100 Parnell Rd) which were New Zealand’s first 5 Star and 6 Star Green
rated commercial buildings. In 2017 they adopted a sustainability strategy that
would include these green assets, but more importantly, the rest of their Auckland
portfolio which includes many historic properties. Samson are now a certified Toitū
carboNZero landlord, they have committed to measuring their carbon foot print
each year, minimising their footprint, and then offsetting any remaining emissions by
investing in NZ carbon sinks. A property portfolio’s carbon footprint is made up of
building electricity, gas, refrigerants, tenant waste to landfill, sometimes diesel and
emissions from construction projects.
To reduce their carbon footprint Samson have invested in doing the following:
people could bring their organic waste
for composting. Locals and employees
could head over at lunch time and
do some gardening for their mental
health and relaxation. These ideas
are something to explore with the
community to first understand their
needs and how they can offer long term
value and support a new way of living
in the city. Thinking like this positively
impacts people’s relationships with
their places and helps build low carbon
resilient communities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Committed to getting NABERS NZ energy efficiency ratings for the largest
building assets
Phasing out gas heating from all buildings
Upgrading HVAC which is performing poorly and releasing nasty refrigerants
Upgrading building waste enclosures and educating tenants on maximising
what they divert from landfill
Installing solar PVs
Building showers for tenants and additional bike parking facilities so more
tenants can use alternative transport
Requiring contractors to prove their sustainability credentials.

Samson are already experiencing positive results, their 2019 carbon footprint was
an impressive 30% lower than 2018’s and they anticipate a similar reduction moving
forward. It’s not just Samson
management that have made
a difference, the Samson
tenants have got on board the
journey and there has been a
40% reduction of tenant waste
going to landfill across the
multi-tenant portfolio. There’s
lots more to achieve this
year but they’re most excited
about being able to share their
NABERS NZ energy efficiency
ratings mid this year.
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TOITŪ ENVIROCARE
Toitū Envirocare is catalysing action for a zero carbon future. They are
a team of scientists and business experts who have come together to
protect the ecological and economic future of this place. In a large way
this is delivered through their Toitū carbonreduce, Toitū carbonzero and
Toitū enviromark certifications, which give organisations the tools to
reduce their carbon emissions and environmental impact in line with
international best practice and aligned with ISO standards. They help
businesses be more sustainable by giving them the science-based
tools, actions and evidence they need to make real progress.
Initially developed for New Zealand business needs, 20 years later Toitū
Envirocare programmes now serve more than 400 clients worldwide.
Wholly owned by Manaaki Whenua – Landcare Research, a Crown
Research Institute, our origins are in science, but our future is in the
sustainability of our economy, our people, and our land.

ASC SALON
ASC are actively working toward being
one of the first zero waste salons in
Auckland. They have always recycled
but were at a loss as to what to do with
both their left over hair and chemical
waste. Early 2019 they engaged the
services of a company called Sustainable
Salons who are responsible for handling
all of their recycling, hair and chemical
waste.
They dispose of all organic waste and
inorganic waste with their Hungry Bin
and Bokashi Bin System. Late 2019 they
began working with STARS Sustainable
Business Programme.
The ASC sustainability purpose is to
start working toward being a part of the
B Corp. Watch this space!

SIX WEEK COMPOSTING TRIAL
The Parnell Business Association in conjunction with Auckland Council supported a free six week composting trial for businesses
in Parnell. There were several lockdown interruptions last year as we know and the final segment only took place in November. Nine
businesses took part and over that short period 1,5 tonnes of waste was diverted from landfill. We aim to continue incentivising
businesses to be part of this initiative.

COMMUNITY GARDEN OR URBAN FARM?
From time to time there have been suggestions for a Community Garden or Urban Farm in Parnell. This is an interesting idea and
raises all sorts of questions and other good thoughts about who is involved? Where could it go? How large or small should it be,
how many people want to eat this food? And what are the other linked opportunities that could help strengthen our community
and ensure urban work and living in the 21st century is a positive experience?
The Parnell Business Association are facilitating this conversation on behalf of interested parties. If you would like to join this
conversation, to really understand the issues around this opportunity and the explore the potential for our community to live and
work well, please contact cheryl@parnell.net.nz
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INSPIRING CHANGE IN
P R AC T I C A L WAYS
We all know how important sustainability is and that meaningful
sustainability can change our future. We also know it’s no longer a choice
for business – but a mandate. But not all small to medium size businesses
have the resources and knowledge to respond.
The Parnell Business Association is embarking on a series of webinars to
educate and inform its businesses on how to practically implement some
sustainable actions, as small incremental changes can make a difference.
We’ll launch the series with a ‘green drinks networking event’ on Thursday
April 8th April at Jasmax, (Covid alert levels permitting) at which we’ll be
introducing the topics for the online webinar series, plus it’s a chance to
meet like-minded people all keen to learn more about this journey.
The series will then kick off on Zoom on the 1st Thursday of each month
from 6th May 9-10am. Each seminar will be approximately 45 mins long,
plus allowing time for questions. They will include helpful resources and
tools for small and medium size businesses.

THE FIRST THREE
WEBINARS ARE:
3RD JUNE - 9AM

1 S T J U LY - 9 A M T H E

REDUCING WASTE TO

RISE OF CONSCIOUS

POWER CHOICES

LANDFILL

CONSUMER

What are the potential cost savings and
benefits to businesses to use this resource
wisely? Ecotricity is New Zealand’s
only provider of 100% Renewable and
carboNZero Certified electricity and will
illustrate some practical options for every
size business. Then Auckland Museum will
share their learnings on solar power and
how that has affected the beautiful night
lighting of that iconic building.

Currently, 30% of what New Zealanders
send to landfill consists of food waste.
Food waste, combined with other waste
generated by businesses can be greatly
reduced with a few easy initiatives.
Green Gorilla and Hungry Bins will show
you exactly how much your office can
accomplish.

The influence of conscious consumers
on purchasing patterns can affect
your business, but you could also be
missing out if you are not sharing your
sustainability efforts with your customers.
Ecostore have pioneered sustainable
packaging and consumer products and
will share their perspective, then one of
our leading Parnell ad agencies will talk
about green marketing.

6 T H M AY - 9A M
REDUCING ENERGY &

F R O M J U LY O N W A R D S W E A I M T O C O V E R O T H E R T O P I C S S U C H A S :
The Circular Economy | Living Buildings | Preparing for a low carbon economy | Low Carbon Infrastructure | Ethical investing | Community
Gardens | Balancing profit and purpose | Leasing to sustainably minded tenants | How to measure your carbon footprint
We would also like to hear from our members if they have any other topics they would like to see included, or if they would like to
present a webinar.
*Times and dates may change, please refer to our website for updated details.
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AUCKLAND MUSEUM NEWS
In very exciting news, on Thursday 24 March the Auckland Museum will
open their new permanent suite of galleries Tāmaki Herenga Waka: Stories
of Auckland to the public.
Tāmaki Herenga Waka: Stories of Auckland shares the diverse stories of the
people and place that is Tāmaki Makaurau.
This is the first time that Auckland will have a permanent suite of galleries
that explores the past, present and future of its people, and the cultures
that have made the city what it is today. The stories of Auckland are shared
though the Museum’s collections, with over 500 objects on display and
rich digital experiences.
A key feature of the gallery is Kei konei koe: You are Here, an audio-visual
experience that offers up an immersive introduction to Tāmaki.
Visitors are invited on a journey through time and space, encountering
Auckland from different and surprising perspectives through seven
sections across four gallery spaces.

T W I L I G H T T U E S DAYS
EVERY T U ES DAY, OP EN U N T IL
8.30 PM
Take in the relaxed atmosphere as the whole
Museum is open for you to wander, every Tuesday
evening. Explore the galleries and new Te Ao
Mārama South Atrium. Enjoy dinner or drinks at
Tuitui Bistro & Café and browse our new Hokohoko
Museum Store. Afterwards, why not make a night of
it and stay to watch the sun set over the Domain?
Brickman Awesome Epic LEGO® Brick Creations
will be open, with more bookable session times
every Tuesday until Sunday 2 May.
The secure undercover car park will be open. Enter
the car park after 5pm, and you can park for a flat
fee of $10 for the evening.
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PARNELL, NEW FASHION DARLING
PAR N E L L WE LCO MES LOTS O F N EW FASHION S P ECIFIC RETAIL ERS TO
T H E A R EA I N 2 0 2 1 . I T’ S TI M E FO R YO UR WARDROBE TO GET EXCIT ED!

N ATA L I E R O S E
BRIDAL
2 3 7 PA RN EL L RD
Natalie Rose Bridal stocks top
international bridal labels not offered
anywhere else in New Zealand. Even
if you’re not ‘in the market for bridalwear’ you must pop in to see the store.
It’s the most magical store. Natalie
Rose offers a bridal experience like no
other.

in New Zealand. Taking inspiration
from a variety of sources including
cultures, countries, books, films and
life experiences, Natalie Marseille
garments are all designed and
handmade from the tranquillity of our
workshop in Auckland, New Zealand.

STOK
317 PA R N E L L R D
Stok is a curated store designed to
bring the discerning shopper niche
designer clothing, homewares and
accessories from across the globe.
Visit their gorgeous little store in the
Parnell Village. Stok is open Tuesdays to
Sundays, with late trade on Thursdays
and Fridays. Doggies welcome if you
are out for a walk.

P E R A M AY
135 PA R N E L L R D
Pera May is a young local emerging
New Zealand designer. Her approach
to fashion is spectacularly cool as is
her retail space approach. You can
experience Pera May by appointment
only and also through sales on social
media. Contact via email: holla@
peramay.com

THE SHOE RACK
229 PARN EL L RD
Ladies let your feet do the walking into
the newest shoe store in Parnell. With
brands from all over the world, shoes
that tick off fashion and comfort, The
Shoe rack will be your new favourite.

N ATA L I E M A R S E I L L E
3 2 7 PA RN EL L RD
In 2012, after more than 20 years
of honing design skills creating
garments for friends and loved ones
from France, Greece, Spain and
Italy, Natalie Marseille was launched
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PARNELL BIDS ADIEU TO ANTOINE’S
AUC K L A ND’ S F I N EST AWA R D -W I N N I N G, OL D-FAS HION ED S ILVER S ERVICE
ANTOI NE ’ S, H AS C LO S ED I TS D O O R S.
It’s true what they say when one door
closes another one opens, but before all
that, we thought it fitting to celebrate the
man himself and thank him for not only
his impeccable service inside Antoine’s
and the memories he’s provided so many
with (some scandalous, some delicious,
some entirely unbelievable!) but also
for providing Parnell with such a special
‘jewel in the hospitality crown’ that was
not only timeless but provided those who
entered Antoine’s the chance to escape
real life for an experience, fine-dining,
impeccable service, and privacy. Dining
at Antoine’s was like stepping behind
a velvet-rope of sorts. Yes, you went to
dine, but you got so much more. What

IF YOU HEAD TO THE ANTOINE’S
W E B S I T E , YO U ’ L L S E E T H I S STAT E M E N T
FROM TONY ASTLE HIMSELF:

“We want to thank you all for the loyal support over the past 47
years, but the time has come for us to say good bye.
You will all sincerely be missed, and the memories will live on
from all the great times we had which we thank you for.
Although this is me signing off for now, there might be something
new in the pipeline a bit later so keep your eyes peeled.
Once again, thank you to all.”

That’s right, since 1972, Auckland’s finest award-winning, oldfashioned silver service Antoine’s, is closing its doors and
along with-it Tony’s high standards, staunch dedication, and
commitment to fine-dining.
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went on at Antoine’s stayed at Antoine’s; which, for such a traditional eating
experience, was an incredibly sexy offer for some guests.
It’s impossible not to celebrate a long-standing restaurant that was so
determined and so inspirationally skilled, at celebrating the past. Tony Astle
has been named ‘the grandfather of Auckland dining’ for good reason and
has run Antoine’s in the same premises from day one, to doors closing,
with pretty much the same décor and even a few of the same menu items
throughout his decades of service.
During that time, Tony also found time to mentor many of the city’s finest
chefs, including Simon Wright (The French Café), Michael Meredith
(Merediths), and TV celeb Simon Gault. This contribution along with all

his other accolades were recognised in the December 2012 New Year’s
Honours List, where Tony received the Officer of New Zealand Merit for
his services as a Chef.
Reflecting on his career, Tony Astle has said, “I was very lucky because I
found a job that I loved really, more than anything else and one that just
kept on inspiring and inspiring.”

FASHION ON A TRAIN
Papatūnga’s fashion show on 25 February with emerging designers Rawiri
Brown, Emma Jing-Cornall and Taylor Groves was a runway success.
Starting at Britomart, Rawiri Brown launched his new collection on the
Southern Line train to Parnell, transforming the train carriages into a
catwalk where models walked the aisles amongst commuters and fashion
devotees. The show continued at Parnell
Station, where 250+ attendees hopped off
the train and walked to the carpark where
Emma Jing-Cornall and Taylor Groves
presented their joint collection of garments
to the tunes of DJ SNAKELEGS. Never a dull
‘fashion moment’ in Parnell!

PARNELL BUSINESS
AS S O C I AT I O N
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
C H A IR
Paul Van Dorsten
Haworth by Europlan
E X EC U T IVE C O MM IT T E E
Brendan Drury

Martyn Hamilton

House of Travel/Orbit

Property Supervisors

Denise Cohen

Nick Healy

Auckland Museum

Attune

Hamish Boyd

Mike Jennings

Jasmax

The Paddington

Jason Galea

T R E ASU R E R
Chris Lynch
Lynch &
Associates

Masfen Group
Josephine
Rudkin-Binks
Toitū Envirocare
Lisa Caughey
The Fantail House

LO CA L B OAR D
R E P R E SE NTAT IV E
Sarah Trotman

Lisa Stone
Ray White
MEET THE PARNELL BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION TEAM
Cheryl Adamson
General Manager
cheryl@parnell.net.nz
Rachel Douglas-Bell
Digital Membership
Manager
admin@parnell.net.nz

Carolyn Keep
Marketing &
Communications
carolyn@parnell.net.nz
2 York Street, Parnell
09 379 0606
www.parnell.net.nz
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SECURITY
Platform 4 Group ( P4G) have now also been appointed by Newmarket as
their security service provider. We would like to congratulate them on this
appointment as we believe it will be very beneficial for both precincts in
creating additional presence in the area.
In recent months they have put in a concerted
effort to enlist the support of other Parnell
businesses in order to create the capacity for
a dedicated vehicle for the night time patrol.
We are happy to announce we are now at over
50% of our target and would like to thank all
the Parnell businesses that have participated.

S AV E T H E D AT E
M AY 1 3 T H
The May Parnell Businesses Members
event is at The Icehouse. Keep an eye
out for event invite details and we look
forward to seeing you there!
Email cheryl@parnell.net.nz for more
information.

